CAMPS   AND   BLIZZARDS
May 22nd.—Awful day. The party we hoped to bring
up the North Col to complete its equipment couldn't even
start. No. 3 was hell—I think the thirteen of them on
the North Col are more comfortable than we are. But this
new snow is making the way up to them very dangerous.
We hope to send another party up to-morrow; but it's
not too safe on the slopes of the Col.
May 2$rd.—Geoffrey Bruce and Odell started with four-
teen porters. Cloudy day ; a good deal of fresh snow from
yesterday. They found the going so bad that they had
to dump all loads below the ice chimney and return to
No. 3. Meanwhile Hazard seems to be coming down the
Col with his coolies—the best thing to do, as a bit more
snow would have marooned them and it would have been
a proper mess-up. Later—Hazard arrived with only eight
coolies—that means four of them are still up there—we
all felt it a great mistake to leave anyone behind; either
all or none should have come down.
May 24th.—The continued presence of the four marooned
porters necessitates action; we had to take this to-day.
Norton, Mallory, and I started off at 8 a.m. from No. 3,
and had luckily a nice day for our rather hazardous under-
taking. So much new snow has fallen—we felt avalanches
imminent almost everywhere. With much labour we got
up in seven hours—last year it never took more than
four at its worst—and came to the bottom of the last
steep slope. Norton and Mallory made themselves secure
behind a firm serac (ice-tower) and I went on alone, tied
to our longest rope, going obliquely across the slope to
the left, for on this side of the top the four coolies were
sitting, anxiously watching the life-line that, in the shape
of my rope, was slowly approaching them. The idea was
that if an avalanche occurred Norton and Mallory would
have held me; in theory at any rate it was sound. I
got on all right to within 20 feet of the top, where the
rope gave out. So I untied, and fixed the end of the
rope to my axe, which I put into firm snow. I told the
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